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Abstract

The Extended Discrete Element Method (XDEM) is a novel and innovative numerical sim-

ulation technique that extends the dynamics of granular materials or particles as described

through the classical discrete element method (DEM) by additional properties such as the

thermodynamic state, stress/strain for each particle. Such DEM simulations used by in-

dustries to set up their experimental processes are complexes and heavy in computation

time.

Those simulations perform at each time step a collision detection to generate a list

of interacting particles that is one of the most expensive computation parts of a DEM

simulation. The Verlet buffer method, which was first introduced in Molecular Dynamic

(MD) (and is also used in DEM) allows to keep the interaction list for many time step by

extending each particle neighbourhood by a certain extension range, and thus broadening

the interaction list. The method relies mainly on the stability of the DEM, which ensures

that no particles move erratically or unpredictably from one time step to the next: this

is called temporal coherency. In the classical and current approach, all the particles have

their neighbourhood extended by the same value which leads to suboptimal performances in

simulations where different flow regimes coexist. Additionally, and unlike in MD (which

remains very different from DEM on several aspects), there is no comprehensive study

analysing the different parameters that affect the performance of the Verlet buffer method
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in DEM.

In this work, we apply a dynamic neighbour list update method that depends on the

particles individual displacement, and an extension range specific to each particle and based

on their local flow regime for the generation of the neighbour list. The update of the

interaction list is analysed throughout the simulation based on the particles displacement

allowing a flexible update according to the flow regime conditions. We evaluate the influence

of the Verlet extension range on the performance of the execution time through different test

cases and we empirically analyse and define the extension range value giving the minimum

of the global simulation time.
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1. Introduction

Discrete Element Method (DEM), originally proposed by Cundall [1], is a popular simu-

lation approach for studying and diagnosing bulk powder/granular dynamic systems, which

are ubiquitous in pharmaceutical industry, food processing, chemical engineering, mining

industry, and energy systems [2, 3]. Considering the large scale of applied systems, one of

the key efforts in the DEM development is to enhance the simulation capability of DEM

software, such as, by adopting advanced parallelism schemes [4], utilizing graphics processing

units (GPU) [5] and developing coarse grain models [6]. However, one unavoidable func-

tionality that DEM codes need to optimize is collision detection, which, including neighbour

search, represents a major computational part in DEM simulations [7, 8]. Collision detec-

tion is often split into two phases: a broad-phase, which formulates a potential collision list

for each particle (neighbor list), and a narrow-phase accounting for accurately resolving the
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collision instance of each pair of particles in the neighbor list. Different algorithms for con-

structing neighbor list in the broad-phase are available, including brute force approach [9]

of O(n2) time complexity, binning approach [10] and linked-cell method [11] of O(n) com-

plexity. However, the broad-phase computational efficiency is not solely determined by the

time complexity of the adopted algorithm [7], which are also affected, for instance, by the

ratio of cell size to particle size in the commonly used linked-cell approach or by the fre-

quency of updating the neighbour list in the broad-phase. The latter is usually related to

the Verlet buffer approach that is firstly proposed in MD simulations by Loup Verlet [12] for

reducing the unnecessary cost of rebuilding neighbor list at every simulation time step. The

mechanism for skipping neighbor list rebuild is achieved by providing an extra margin (often

called ”skin”) on top of the particles pairwise cut-off interaction distance. The neighbor list

built with Verlet buffer is called Verlet list. With this mechanism, the Verlet list remains

unchanged until a particle displacement exceeds a certain threshold distance.

For MD simulations, the systems are often homogeneous and a uniform (global) buffer

is satisfactory to achieve a good speed-up. However, for majority of powder and granular

dynamic systems, the variation of particle flow properties such as particle velocity and solid

fraction in the systems is significant. It becomes less efficient to adopt a uniform skin margin

for particles at regions of different flow conditions. Intuitively, in such systems, providing

a larger skin margin for particles moving faster leads to a more reasonable neighbor list

updating frequency, globally. Many parameter studies on the skin margin determination

have been reported in MD simulation research [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. For MD, in Lennard

Jones systems, often skin = 0.3σ is chosen, where σ is the diameter of a Lennard Jones

particle. For DEM development, Li et al. [17] compared the performances of Verlet buffer

and linked-cell approaches in a gravity driven granular collapse simulation. It is reported

that appropriate determination of parameters such as search radius (skin + cut-off distance),

cell size, and updating interval time step is critical for improving simulation efficiency in
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Verlet buffer approach. Although the Verlet buffer mechanism has also been implemented

in several DEM codes [18, 19], a uniform skin margin is often adopted for all the particles.

In [20], performance of neighbour search methods (Verlet table and linked cell) and associ-

ated computational costs are parametrically evaluated and an evaluation of their suitability

for carrying out the DEM/CFD numerical simulations is made. The main outcome of their

research showed that the Verlet list has a strong dependency on the skin factor and the value

for this parameter equal to the particle radius does not create problems in the identification

of particle pairs. Unfortunately, one noticeable problem is to set the update frequency of

the Verlet list according to the uniform skin margin and globally to the maximum velocity

leading to stability issues [17, 18], considering that particles have possibility of migrating

over the skin distance within updating interval. The performance concern of Verlet buffer

arises as a result of inhomogeneous flow conditions commonly found in real particle sys-

tems, which makes the adoption of a uniform skin margin parameter less computationally

efficient. Dynamically determining a local skin margin for each particle according to local

flow conditions is suggested in a lot of research, but the optimal determination of the skin

margin need to be thoroughly studied.

In this research, we proposed a local Verlet buffer approach using a new skin formulation

which dynamically expresses the skin margin for each particle according to the neighbour-

hood flow conditions and based on the particle velocity. This approach enables the inho-

mogeneity of real particle systems to be taken into account for better computational time

efficiency. In this study, the potential stability problem of particles moving over the skin

distance in a period of update time is fixed by recording each particle displacement and

automatically deciding when the Verlet list is to be rebuilt. We ensured and demonstrated

that there is no missed interactions in our current approach and thus our results are identical

to using the naive approach. To assess the efficiency of our proposed formulation, we have

implemented the local Verlet buffer approach in our in-house eXtended Discrete Element
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Method XDEM software [21]. We therefore explored how the skin margin value affects the

broad and narrow phase in particular, and the global simulation time in general. The main

goal of this paper is to propose a broad analysis of our skin formulation implemented in a

DEM software like our in-house XDEM toolbox. It points out the advantages of using such

formulation and its best-use case but also its drawbacks.

This paper provides a general overview of the XDEM software in background section 3

and describes the collision detection method before our current research. The contribution

of the article is presented in section 4, which describes the local Verlet buffer approach when

building the list of interacting particles and a proof of the method’s validity. In section 5, The

skin margin parameter is studied by employing deterministic designs to explore the effect of

parametric changes within simulation models. The results and conclusion are discussed in

section 5.4. We finally give a general conclusion of the paper in section 6.

2. Related work

The Verlet list was first introduced for molecular dynamic simulations by Loup Verlet

in his article [12] back to 1967. The method is now widely used in DEM simulations and

considerably decreases the simulation time. The Verlet list allows to reduce the evaluation

of the unnecessary interactions and to keep a neighbour list for several time-steps until a

breach. Loup Verlet himself proposed to extend the particles interaction range by a certain

skin margin given by:

RNL = RC + skin, (1)

where RNL is interaction range and RC the cut-off radius. It is then possible to have the

exact update interval time step for a given interaction range. Sutmann et al. [16], Awile et

al .[22], Mattson et al. [15], and Chialvo et al. [13] presented different procedure to determine
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the skin value depending on some parameter as: density, temperature, time step, system

size, and molecular geometry.

Chialvo et al. [13] investigates the effects of the parameters cited above upon the optimum

neighbour list radius and update frequency. The theoretical predictions (according to which

the optimum neighbour list radius increases with sample size, temperature and time step,

and decreases with density) validate the simulation results. The study of the paper is in some

ways similar to this paper unlike their study in based on MD simulations while this work

focuses on DEM simulations which are very different from MDs in many aspects. In both

methods, N or K, the update interval time step is not a fixed number but determined by

the particles displacement. The difference comes actually from the displacement calculation

method: we consider a linear displacement since the last neighbour list update and Chialvo

et al. considered in their paper the displacement as the accumulated displacement suffered

by the particle since the last neighbour list update.

Sutmann in [16] investigates the performance of neighbour list techniques in MD simula-

tions depending on a variety of parameters, which may be adjusted for maximum efficiency.

The model presented allows choosing optimal parameters for the performance of Verlet list

and linked-cell lists. The paper targets only Lennard–Jones MD systems.

Awile [22] present a novel adaptive-resolution cell list (AR cell list) algorithm and the as-

sociated data structures that provide efficient access to the interaction partners of a particle,

independent of the (potentially continuous) spectrum of cut-off radii present in a simulation.

They characterise the computational cost of the proposed algorithm for a wide range of res-

olution spans and particle numbers. Mattson presents a modified method here allowing for

reductions in the cell sizes and the number of atoms within the volume encompassing the

neighbor cells. The algorithms determine the volume with the minimum number of neighbor

cells as a function of cell size and the identities of the neighboring cells. It also evaluates

the serial performance as functions of cell size and particle density for comparison with the
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performance using the conventional cell-linked list method. The two papers by Awile and

Mattson target cell linked list method rather than the Verlet list or a combination of the

two methods.

LIGGGHTS and LAMMPS software allow setting parameters that affect the building of

pairwise neighbour lists. All atom pairs within a neighbour cut-off distance equal to their

force cut-off plus the skin distance are stored in the list. The default value for skin depends

on the choice of units for the simulation and the inputs.

The methods presented previously and found in the literature mainly focused on MD

simulations (some on DEM) where neighbour list updates frequency is usually (not always)

fixed beforehand. Our paper in the other hand presents an interaction range (skin) for-

mulation based on the velocity of each individual particle. It also focused on an automatic

update list technique based on particles displacement avoiding a divergence or crash of the

system while reaching optimal performances in DEM simulations.

3. Background

The XDEM software is a numerical multi-physics simulation framework [21, 23] support-

ing parallel processing [24, 25], and based on the dynamics of granular material or particles

described by the classical DEM [1, 26]. It is extended by additional properties such as the

thermodynamic state and stress/strain for each particle for more complex simulations in

various domains [27, 28, 29]. As in any DEM code, the particles interaction detection is a

major part of XDEM and it uses the linked-cell method to generate the interacting particles

list. Firstly, an overview of the XDEM work-flow is provided with the different key parts.

Then the collision detection techniques and the different issues making it a major DEM

component are presented. Finally, an overview of the linked-cell method and its current

implementation in XDEM is given.
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3.1. XDEM flow chart

A flow chart as shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the main components of XDEM software for

particles dynamics simulation. An iterative time loop is composed of five major phases:

• Broad-phase: uses a fast but approximate contact detection to build a list of particle

pairs that can potentially interact. It should be noted that the pairs of potentially

interacting particles are stored in a unique list. During this phase, the particles are

represented by a bounding volume shape. It builds the list of interacting particles

pairs by dividing the domain in cell with uniform size using the linked-cell method.

The broad-phase represents around 65% of the total computational time;

• Narrow-phase: performs a rigorous contact detection of each pair of particles in the

broad-phase list using the actual shape of the particle and calculates the pairwise col-

lision parameters such as overlap, contact location and direction. The XDEM software

supports complex shapes by using the sub-shapes techniques (a shape is composed by

many simple shapes as spheres) and super-quadratics. The narrow-phase represents

around 15% of the total computational time;

• Apply physical models: based on the collision parameters and collision history

information, calculate all interaction forces by applying corresponding physical models

such as normal and tangential contact models, rolling models, and cohesive models and

so on;

• Integration: updates the particle location, velocity, rotational velocity and orienta-

tion information by numerically integrating Newton’s second law with various numer-

ical algorithms such as leapfrog and velocity-Verlet schemes;
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Start

Broad-Phase: Fast contact detection        
                              Approximate contact list

Narrow-Phase: Rigorous contact detection on broad-phase list
           Calculate overlap/distance              

  Exact contact list                    

Apply models: Impact, bonding, conduction, radiation
models

Integration: Update particles position, orientation,
temperature

Stop?

Output

END

No

YES

Operates on bounding sphere shape

Operates on particle real shape

Figure 1: Flow chart of XDEM software showing the main different steps in an iterative simulation.
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3.2. Collision detection in XDEM

The contact detection being carried out on a large number of particles, it is split into two

phases in order to reduces the computational complexity: a first, fast and approximate phase

called the broad-phase and an accurate second phase called narrow-phase as indicated

in Fig. 1 and already mentioned in Section 3.1.

Fig. 2 illustrates the collision detection process for two colliding particles of any shapes

in XDEM. A bounding volume enclosing any type of particle entity replacing the particle

real shape is used to achieve a rapid broad-phase detection. In XDEM software, the broad-

phase is carried on using bounding spheres, slightly increasing the memory usage (the BS

requires additional data) but greatly improves/reduces data accesses from the CPU. With

the BSs, the distance computation becomes less computationally expensive.

Particle A at time t

Particle B at time t

Particle A at time
t+Δt

Particle B at time
t+Δt

Interaction / Collision / Contact

Int
eg

ra
tio

n

Integration

Timestep from t to t+Δt Timet t+Δt

Computational time Bottleneck

Narrow-phase
Collision

detection with
exact shape

Bounding Volume Linked-cell

Broad-phase: find pairs of particles in close range

Figure 2: Collision detection (broad-phase and narrow-phase) process workload in XDEM. The
broad-phase is the main computational time consumer.

Realising that two particles far away from each other have very little chance to generate

any interaction, the neighbour particles detection is often limited to a certain distance. The

Algorithm 1 describes the linked-cell technique used in XDEM to spatially limit the contact
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detection process of a pair of particles.

Algorithm 1: Linked-cell algorithm

1 Uniform decomposition of the domain in cells;
2 for all Ca in cell list do
3 for Cb in the immediate neighbour of Ca do

// Make sure to check each pair of cells only once

4 if index(Cb) < index(Ca) then
5 for each Pa among all particles in cell Ca do
6 for each Pb amoung all particles in cell Cb do

// Check if the bounding spheres of Pa and Pb intersect

7 if ||Xa −Xb|| ≤ ra + rb then
8 List← (Pa, Pb);
9 end

10 end

11 end

12 end

13 end

14 end

The linked-cell approach is utilised to perform the neighbour list construction, which

guarantees the time complexity is linear in the number of particles in the system. As

illustrated in Fig. 3, the pairwise interactions for a single particle is limited with all particles

within the same cell (green) and in the immediate or adjacent neighbouring cells (blue).

The cell size is uniform and must not be smaller than the maximum bounding sphere size

of all particle entities.

The narrow-phase using the particles real shapes is performed on the broad list of inter-

acting pairs of particle returned by the broad-phase. The time complexity for narrow-phase

collision detection is largely determined by the particle shape. For spherical particles, the

narrow-phase detection is simply checked following identity:

δ = ri + rj − ||Xi −Xj|| (2)
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Figure 3: Illustration of the cell linked method. For the particles in green cell, a collision is checked with
particles in the same cell (green particles), and also within the immediate neighbour cells (blue).

where, ri represents the radius of particle i, and Xi is the center coordinates of particle

i. If the overlap δ is positive, the two particles collide and vice versa. For other particle

shapes such as superquadratics, the collision detection becomes more complex and usually

an optimization problem need to be solved [30].

4. Local Verlet buffer approach

The Verlet buffer, unlike the conventional Verlet list, does not build a neighbourhood list

for each particle but rather a global list of interacting particle pairs also called the Verlet

list. In both methods, the particle cut-off radius (bouding sphere in DEM) is surrounded by

a skin margin [26, 31], to give a larger neighbourhood. Another difference lies in the ability

to work with any broad-phase algorithm.

In our approach, we extend the bounding spheres used by the broad-phase to perform

its approximate collision detection. The extension range of the bounding spheres is called

skin, and it will increase the number of potential interactions found by the broad-phase

by considering pair of particles that are located further away from each others. On one
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side, this will make the broad-phase and the narrow-phase costlier to evaluate, but on the

other side, the broad-phase does not have to be executed at every time step anymore. By

considering a larger surrounding in the broad-phase collision detection, the list of potential

interactions now includes interactions that could happen in the next time steps.

In the local buffer method, the skin margin used to extend the bounding volumes is unique

to every particle and is computed according to their local flow conditions. Additionally, we

propose a condition that allows to check that the result of the previous broad-phase (i.e. the

list of potential interactions) is still correct [32]. When this condition is broken, we can force

the execution of a new broad-phase. In any case, the narrow-phase is always executed on

this approximated list of interactions, and that, guarantees that the results will be strictly

identical with the case of having the broad-phase always executed.

The application of Verlet buffer in particle collision detection process is illustrated in

Fig. 4. On the example of Fig. 4a, the two particles, with different shapes, have their

bounding spheres extended by a skin margin often called the Verlet skin. This phase extends

each particle neighbourhood and includes the pair of particles in the Verlet list, which

without the extension, would have not been considered as potentially interacting. The

Fig. 4b shows that after a couple of steps, the Verlet list does not need to be updated. The

particles, or more precisely the bounding sphere of each particle, did not leave their respective

extended bounding spheres that where use to perform the broad-phase collision detection

initially. That shows how an extension of a skin margin in the particles neighbourhood

includes the pair of particles in the Verlet list and catches an active collision that happens a

few steps later. Finally, Fig. 4c illustrates the case where one of the particles moves out of

its skin margin. This means that the Verlet list is not valid anymore and the broad-phase

must be executed again.

The overall procedure for constructing the Verlet buffer list in XDEM is shown in Fig. 5

During a broad-phase collision detection, for a particle i, every particle j in its neighbour
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Bounding sphere
Particle position at ��

Extended Bounding sphereAt time ��

�
�

�

(a) Extension of the interaction range by surrounding
the cut-off radius by a skin margin.

Particle position at +�� ��

dx displacementAt time +�� ��

(b) Collision in extended interaction range when the two
particles are still in the Verlet list. The narrow-phase is

applied to check the actual collision.

Particle outside of Verlet range
At time + � ×�� ��

(c) New broad-phase required, the green particle have
moved for more than a skin distance(and could have

moved in another particle’s neighborhood).

Figure 4: Initial configuration and update of the Verlet list.
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Start

Broad-Phase: Fast contact detection                 Verlet list

Narrow-Phase: Rigorous contact detection on Verlet list
           Calculate overlap/distance

    Exact contact list        

Apply models: Impact, bonding, conduction, radiation
models

Integration: Update particles position, orientation,
temperature

Stop?

Output

END

No

YES

Operates on bounding sphere shape

Operates on particle real shape

Verlet list
update?

No

YES

Figure 5: New flow chart of XDEM software. A construction of the Verlet list is added. If the conditions
are satisfied, the list is kept and the broad-phase is skipped and the simulation continues directly to the

narrow-phase.
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cell is checked, as described in linked-cell method, to determine whether the pair (i, j) should

be included in the Verlet list or not. Particle i and j constitute a pair in the Verlet list,

if they satisfy the condition that the bounding spheres for the two particles overlap with

each other. The radius of the bounding volume for particle i, called the neighbourhood list

radius is calculated as:

RNL,i = RC,i + skini, (3)

where, RC,i is the interaction cut-off radius determined by applied physical models, and skini

is the local Verlet skin distance, the value of which depends on the local flow properties.

The construction of Verlet list process loops over all the pairs of particles in the linked-cell

neighbor list for completion. In the next following steps, the displacement of each particle

starting since the last Verlet list build is examined against a local threshold. The Verlet

list remains unchanged and the broad-phase collision detection is skipped until a violation

occurs. The following talks about how to determine the local skin distance and a scheme

for automatically updating Verlet list in this approach.

4.1. The local skin parameter

To choose the skin distance parameter, we extend the equation proposed by Loup Verlet

in 1967 [12] for MD and we propose to use the formula:

skinp = K × vp.∆t (4)

where, vp is the particle velocity in the system, ∆t is the time step in the simulation, and K is

the prescribed number of skipped steps in the broad-phase collision detection. This research

started with Eq. 4 to determine the local skin parameter for each particle by replacing bulk

velocity v with particle local velocity vp.
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4.2. Automatic update and validity of the Verlet list

In this section, we detail a condition that allows to determine if the Verlet list, computed

during a previous time step, is still valid [33].

Definition 1. The Verlet list VL at time t is correct if

‖ ~AB‖t 6 RA +RB =⇒ {A,B} ∈ VL

We use the following condition as a way to determine if the Verlet list at time t is still

valid

∀ particle p, ∆xp 6 skinp (5)

where ∆xp is the particle displacement of the particle since the last broad-phase. If this

condition is violated, it means that a new broad-phase must be executed to update the

Verlet list.

Definition 2. We define our automatic Verlet update scheme by:

• re-using the previous Verlet list while condition 5 is still valid;

• re-executing a new broad-phase to update the Verlet list otherwise.

We will now prove that our proposed automatic Verlet update scheme always returns

the correct results.

Theorem 1. The automatic Verlet update scheme defined at 2 ensures that all pairs of

particles that can possibly collide are in the Verlet list.
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The claim in theorem 1 avoids the potential simulation accuracy and stability issues that

are founded in the fixed update interval scheme as reported in [13]. The proof of the theorem

is provided in following step:

Proof. We assume that the initial broad-phase executed at time t, performed on the extended

bounding spheres, is correct and returned the correct Verlet list, and thus by definition 1,

we have:

‖ ~AB‖t 6 RNLA +RNLB =⇒ {A,B} ∈ VL, (6)

where RNLA and RNLB are the respective extended interaction ranges of particle A and

particle B.

We want to show that, at any time t
′
= t+ ∆t, the Verlet list is valid. According to the

definition 1, that means that considering {A,B} a pair of particles, we need to prove the

hypothesis H0, that if A and B collide at time t′, then {A,B} is in the Verlet list VL:

‖ ~AB‖t′ 6 RCA +RCB =⇒ {A,B} ∈ VL, (H0) (7)

where RCA and RCB are the respective cutoff distance of particle A and B.

It exist two possibilities:

1. The condition 5 is no more valid, i.e.:

∃A | ‖ ~AA′‖t′ > skinA, (8)

where A is a particle at a given position at time t, A′ the same particle in a new position

at t′ time. In that case, a new broad-phase, on the extended bounding spheres, has

to be executed at time t′, and a new correct Verlet list is generated. So if we consider

two colliding particles A and B at time t′, then we have
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‖ ~AB‖t′ 6 RCA +RCB because A and B are interacting

6 RCA + skinA +RCB + skinB

6 RNLA +RNLB

(9)

and because the newly generated Verlet list is correct, then we have {A,B} ∈ VL. The

hypothesis H0 is verified.

2. The condition 5 is still valid, i.e.:

∀A, ‖ ~AA′‖ 6 skinA (10)

where ‖ ~AA′‖t′ is the distance covered by particle A from time t to t′.

So if we consider two colliding particles A and B at time t′, then we have

‖ ~AB‖t′ 6 RCA +RCB

=⇒ ‖ ~AB‖t′ + ‖ ~AA′‖ 6 RCA +RCB + skinA by adding Eq. 10 for particle A

=⇒ ‖ ~AB‖t′ + ‖ ~AA′‖+ ‖ ~BB′‖ 6 RCA + RCB + skinA + skinB by adding Eq. 10 for particle B

=⇒ ‖ ~AB‖t′ + ‖ ~AA′‖+ ‖ ~BB′‖ 6 RNLA +RNLB

=⇒ ‖ ~A′B′‖+ ‖ ~AA′‖+ ‖ ~BB′‖ 6 RNLA +RNLB as ‖ ~AB‖t′ = ‖ ~A′B′‖

Additionally, from the triangle inequality, we have

‖ ~AB‖ 6 ‖ ~AA′‖+ ‖ ~A′B‖ 6 ‖ ~AA′‖+ ‖ ~A′B′‖+ ‖ ~B′B‖

and which finally gives us
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‖ ~AB‖t′ 6 RCA +RCB =⇒ ‖ ~AB‖t′ 6 RNLA +RNLB

=⇒ {A,B} ∈ VL because of Eq. 6

The hypothesis H0 is verified.

5. Performance Evaluation

We carried out extensive numerical experiments to assess the performance of our pro-

posed approach.

5.1. Methodology

In section 4, we presented our first model to establish the skin margin value of a particle:

skinp = K × vp.∆t (11)

where vp is the particle velocity in the system, ∆t is the time step in the simulation and

K is the prescribed number of skipped steps in the broad-phase collision detection.

Dynamic determination of the skin margin allows for particles from different flow ve-

locity adopting distinct skin margins, but with the same K number of time steps between

two consecutive updates of the Verlet list. What is the optimum K value giving the best

computational efficiency? To answer this question, we performed a parameter study on the

skin margin by varying the value of K. It varies from 0 to 5000 in the current study that

was conducted on five different real test-cases with different purposes and flow velocity.

In the following XDEM simulations, we used the Velocity Verlet integration scheme and

the Linear Spring Dashpot III contact model (only the static friction force is taken into

account in the classical Linear Spring Dashpot model). All the five test-cases have been
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simulated for at least 5000 time steps. The Verlet buffer method is coupled with the linked-

cell method with the constraint on the neighbour list range to be smaller than the cell size.

This gives an upper-bound to the skin value RNL <= minx,y,z LC . This means that in

practice, the skin will be set for each particle independently to

RNL,p = min(RC,p + skinp,min
x,y,z

LC) (12)

5.2. Test-cases

The following real-world example serves as concrete benchmarks for the evaluation of

our implementation.

• Hopper Discharge The Hopper Discharge presented in Fig. 6 is a test case used

with 125k, 250k and 500k particles. The simulation works as follows: the selected

number of particles (thus up to half a million) with different diameter are dropped off

in a silo. Then the notch at the bottom is opened, letting all particles fall down into

a chute. In this case study, the workload moves from the top portion of the domain

downwards. Since the lower part of the silo is narrowed, the workload is focused on

the center region of the domain.

• Granular flows on vibrating rough inclined planes

The test case on Fig. 7 simulate a granular (spherical particles) flowing down on a

roughed and incline plane. The particles are coloured according to their velocity. In

this test case, a silo is filled with particles of uniform size that are dropped off on an

incline plane. The latter has a roughed surface composed by many bigger particles

laterally vibrating. In the free flow of particles, the ones on the top of bed present a

higher velocity because being the least in contact with the rough surface and therefore

undergoing the least lateral vibrations.
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Figure 6: The test case used for the performance evaluation simulates the hopper discharge of 125k, 250k
and half a million particles. It shows any overview of the set-up with the particles coloured according to

their size.
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DEM Simulation of Granular Avalanche on Vibrated Inclines

Vx
Roughed plane 

surface Free flow particles

Incline angle: 25
Size ratio: Drough/Dflow= 3
Vibration frequency: f=50 Hz
Vibration amplitude: A=200 mm

Fenglei Qi*, Peters Bernhard*, Kiesgen De Richter Sebastien**
*Faculty of Science, Technology and Communication, University of Luxembourg

**Kiesgen De Richter Sebastien, LEMTA, University of Lorraine

Figure 7: Granular flows on roughed inclined plane. The rough plane has particles vibrating at 50Hz
frequency with 200mm amplitude. The free flow particles are coloured according to their velocity
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• Avalanche

Fig. 8 describes a simulation of an avalanche debut at the top of a habitable valley.

Particles located upstream of the valley, descend throughout the valley with increased

speed due to the inclined surface. The goal is to predict the path and the rate at which

the avalanche will reach the bottom of the valley at the housing level. The case, a

cohesive model, uses the Elastic-plastic spring-dashpot rolling model.

Snow particles bed

Houses in thalweg

Figure 8: Simulation of an avalanche at the top of a habitable valley. The particles bed represents a
cohesive snow model.

• Biomass combustion

Fig. 9 shows a simulation of a combustion chamber of a 16 MW geothermal steam

super-heater, which is part of the Enel Green Power ”Cornia 2” power plant [34]. The

test case relies on a hybrid four-way coupling between the Discrete Element Method

(DEM) and the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). In this approach, particles are
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treated as discrete elements that are coupled by heat, mass, and momentum transfer

to the surrounding gas as a continuous phase. For individual wood particles, besides

the equations of motion, the differential conservation equations for mass, heat, and

momentum are solved, which describe the thermodynamic state during thermal con-

version.

Figure 9: Furnace of the combustion of biomass. The particle bed are arranged on four (4) moving grates.
The bed is heated up in the combustion chamber by inlets located below the grates. The particles are

coloured according to their surface temperature.

• Powder levelling for Selective Laser Melting in Additive Manufacturing

Additive manufacturing and specifically metal selective laser melting (SLM) processes

are rapidly being industrialized [35]. The case showed in Fig. 10 simulates a Powder
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levelling for Selective Laser Melting (SLM) in Additive Manufacturing (AM) process.

In this test case, an advance discrete-continuous concept is used to address the physical

phenomena involved during laser powder bed fusion. The concept treats the powder

as a set of particles by XDEM, predicting the thermodynamic state and phase change

of each particle. The fluid surrounding is solved with multiphase CFD techniques to

determine the momentum, heat, gas and liquid transfer.

Figure 10: Powder levelling for Selective Laser Melting.

5.3. Experimental settings

The experiments were carried out using the Iris cluster of the University of Luxem-

bourg [36] which provides 168 computing nodes for a total of 4704 cores. The nodes used

in this study feature a total a 128 GB of memory and have two Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4

processors running at 2.4 GHz, that is to say, a total of 28 cores per node. The nodes are

connected through a fast low-latency EDR InfiniBand (100Gb/s) network organized over a

fat tree topology.

We used version 67f029de of XDEM software, compiled with GCC Compiler 6.4.0. To

ensure the stability of the measurements, the nodes were reserved for exclusive access. Addi-

tionally, each performance value reported in this section is the average of at least a hundred
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measurements. The standard deviation showed no significant variation in the results, and

hence is not shown of the following plots.

5.4. Results

The different simulations that have been conducted in this study are intended to analyse

and interpret the impact of the skin margin upon the performances of the automatic update

algorithm presented in subsection 4. In this section we take a look on how the skin = Kv∆t

model affects the test cases computational times. The simulation time of the broad-phase,

narrow-phase and apply models are illustrated in Fig. 11 as a function of K factor. We also

compare our model of skin = Kv∆t (skin is different for each particle) with the popular

approach where the skin is uniform and equal to the particle radius [20] (all cases are

monodisperse and therefore the skin is identical for all the particles).

It follows from Fig. 11 that:

• The broad-phase simulation time decreases with the K value and therefore with the

skin. For the Avalanche case, BP 1 = 3172.758s without the Verlet buffer method and

BP = 42.418s for K = 400, representing a 98.66% of time improvement.

Increasing the K factor decreases the overall broad-phase time, but does increase a

single broad-phase time due to the extend of the neighbourhood (more pair of particles

in the Verlet list). But this goes hand in hand with a decrease of the number of

performed broad-phase, which decreases the overall time.

• The narrow-phase simulation time increase with the K value and thus with skin. For

the Biomass case, NP 2 = 288.155s without the Verlet buffer method and NP =

323.626s for K = 1000. It is a 10.96% increase in the narrow-phase time.

1Broad-phase simulation time
2Narrow-phase simulation time
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Figure 11: Dependence of broad-phase, narrow-phase and interactions models on skin K factor. The
vertical blue dashed lines show the optimum K for each simulations corresponding to the lowest overall

simulation time. The orange horizontal line represents the simulation time for a constant skin equal to the
particles radius. The skin distance is capped by the cell size in all simulations.
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The rise is due to the enlargement of the Verlet list during an increase of K, on which

the narrow-phase performs an exact collision detection.

• When K increases, the simulation time decreases to a low peak before starting to

increase for almost all the case, specially for the Biomass case. Without using the

Verlet buffer method, simulation time equals to 962.901s and equals to 594.899s for

K = 200, that is an increase of 61.86% of speed up overall. But at K = 5000 the

overall simulation increases to 1100.208s, an increase of 12.48% compare to without

using the Verlet buffer method.

• The most improvement is achieved with the Avalanche test case with a 70% of

simulation time improvement. The least gain is obtained with the Biomass test

case with a 38% of time improvement. The latter can be explained by the fact that

it includes a CFD coupling with OpenFoam, adding therefore more computations.

The percentage gain relative to broad-phase is similar than in the Avalanche test.

The behaviour confirms the existence of an optimum K value for the Verlet buffer

method. The decrease in the simulation time observed at the beginning is a result of

the two preceding bullet points. Undoubtedly, the values of K after zero offer a larger

gain in broad-phase time than the increase noticed in the narrow-phase. But after a

value referenced as the optimum K value, the increase in the narrow-phase time is

more significant than the decrease in the broad-phase time resulting in an increase of

the overall simulation time.

• At a fixed state condition, the optimum K increases with the system size due to

the density and cell size change. For the hopper discharge case, Koptimum = 100 for

N = 125k particles and Koptimum = 200 for N = 500k particles.

• The simulation time does not increase at any point but stabilises rather at a minimum
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after a clear decrease as the interaction radius reaches the minimum cell size for the

powder laser melting case.

• We can notice that our current approach of a dynamic skin gives a better performance

when reaching the optimum skin. The difference is observable even for a case(biomass

furnace) with a relative homogeneous flow regime.

• The optimum skin distance and K value depend on the test case and therefore on

several parameters as the solid fraction, the cell size, the ratio of particle to cell size

and the number of particles. A study on how to compute the optimum skin distance

depending on the aforementioned parameters is presented in our paper [37]

In summary, the bigger K is, the wider the interaction range is, and the wider the

neighbourhood is, involving a reduction in broad-phase and simulation overall time, although

the narrow-phase is increasing. Then, after K reaches an optimum value, the decrease time

in the broad-phase does no longer compensates the increase time in the narrow-phase leading

to an increase of the overall simulation. This behaviour is observed when interaction never

reaches the cell size. When it reaches the cell size, the simulation time remains unchanged

since the skin margin is down to the value of the cell size. The number of executed broad-

phase as a function of K value is shown in Fig. 12. There is a clear decrease in the number

of performed broad-phase when increasing the K (increase in the number of skipped broad-

phase), but an equilibrium is reach around K = 200. It means that after this value, there

should be no more significant gain in skipping the broad-phase. It appears from all our

simulations that the biggest drop in the simulation time is made around K = 10 and

K = 50, although there is a clear gain by increasing the skin after those values.

Fig. 13 enables us to put our previous observations(not significant gain after K = 200) into

perspective. It shows the time overhead for several K values compared to the optimum time

value. It confirms that the biggest time drop is made around K = [10− 50] for all the test
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cases. It also helps to notice that K = 200 is a value close to the optimum for all the test

cases and can thus be chosen as a common and default value.
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Figure 13: Simulation time overhead compared to the optimum for each K value for all test cases.

The table 1 presents a performance comparison between the optimum case, considered as

the K value given the lower simulation time, which is specific to each test case, and a default

case. The latter is defined as the K value given an excellent performance compromise for

any case. In table 1, the improvement in percentage is defined by the gain made compared

to a simulation without using the Verlet buffer method. It is given by the following formula:

Improvement =
Timew/o V erlet buffer − Timecase

Timew/o V erlet buffer

× 100 (13)

where, Timecase is the simulation time depending on which value of K is used for the Verlet

buffer method.

The Overhead column correspond to the time difference (percentage) between the case

where the optimum K value is used and the default case with the acceptable K value. We
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can notice from table 1, that a default K = 200 is an excellent compromise to the optimum

K value that can be used for all the test cases. Actually, it has a maximum overhead of 2%

when used for all the test cases. We then recommend to choose K = 200 when using the

Verlet buffer method as a good arrangement to the optimum value.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed a local Verlet buffer solution with a new skin formulation

which expresses the skin margin for each particle according to the conditions of the neigh-

bourhood flow and based on the particle velocity. The method have also been implemented

in our home software with an automatic update scheme for DEM simulations of granular

material. It is an improvement and a generalisation of the conventional Verlet list method

for DEM simulations. The method allows to keep for several time steps the potentially inter-

acting pairs of particles list, by surrounding the cut-off radius of particle by a skin margin,

in case where the contact detection is divided into two steps: the broad and narrow phases.

It has the advantage of giving the possibility to use any contact detection algorithm to

generate the approximate interacting pairs of particles list during the broad-phase process.

We presented a new skin margin formulation based on individual-particle displacements

for an easy implementation and to better take into account the different flow velocity regimes

that often coexist in granular flow DEM simulations. A parameter study on the skin margin

was conducted in order to asses its effects on the method performances. It appears as

expected, a decrease in the broad-phase overall time and an increase in the narrow-phase

time while increasing the skin margin, resulting in a global decrease of the simulation time.

Beyond certain values of the skin margin, we found an opposite effect where the increase in

the narrow-phase time is to high resulting in a global increase of the simulation time. The

study showed that most of computational time gain is made around K = 20, and there is

often after that value some gains to make, but not as much significant.
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